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Plaintiffs, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO. CV 94-5936 TJH (MCx) 

vs. 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY ) 
METROPOL£TANTRANSPORTATION ) 
AUTHORITY <md JULIAN BURKE, ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) 

IN RELOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE 

MEMORANDUM DEClSION AND ORDER 

I. JNIRODUCTION 

The issue presented tQ the Special Master for resolutio11 is fairly ~ghtforward: what 

steps are necessary to bring the MT A into compliance with the load factor requirements of the 

Consent Decree? The resolution of this issue, however, js costly and complex. UJJder the 

Consent Decree entered into by the parties and approved by the Court on October 29, 1996, the 

MT A undertook to make significant service improvements to the bus system, including 
• 

''reducing overCIOWding by adding new service." See Consent Decree at II.A (hereinafter 

"Consent Decree" or"Decyee"). To accomplish this, the MIA agreed to a five-year' timetable 

reducing the amount of ovexcrowding on buses as measured by a "load factor''- a specific ratio 
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of bus passengers to bus seatS. The achievement of this five-year goal was to be accomplished in 

the following increments ("load factor targef' Of "LIT'): 

Dccem~31,1997: 1.35 

June 30, 2000: 1.25 

June 30, 2002: 1.20 

Thus, achieving the load factof of 1.35 would mean, inter alia, that during any 20-minute 

weekday peak period in the peak cfuection oftxavel on each bus line, the average number of 

passengers standing would not exceed 15. To meet the 125 load faeror tal'get, the average 

number of passengers standing during any 20-minute weekday peak period would not exceed 11 

and to meet the final load facror target of 1.20, the average number of standing passengefS during 

any 20-n1inute peak period would not exceed 9 passengers. I d. 

If the MT A falls to meet the target load faCUlfS for all bus lin eli by the dates specified 

above, the Consent Decree provides that "MT A shall meet the target as soon as possible and 

reallocate sufficient funds from other programs to meet the next lower load factor target as 

scheduled." See Consent Decree at ll.A.4 (''Failure to Meet Targets''). The Consent Decree 

requires that the MTA reprogram funds, which may include, but not be limited to, revenues from 

Propositions A and C discretionary funds, to meet the load factor targets. Any dispute about 

whether the targets are met or, if they are not met, whether sufficient funds have been 

reprogrammed to meet the next target is to be reviewed by the Joint Working Group (''JWG"), . 

. established pursuant to Section IV of the Consent Decree. and consisting of representatives of 

the MTA and the Plaintiffs' class. If the JWG cannot resolve the matter, it 'Will be referred to the 

Special Mast«. See Consent Decree at ILA.4. 

On September 9, 1998, after having received guidance from the Special Master 

concerning the legal standards by which compliance is to be measured, the JWG agxeed that the 

MTA did nat meet the December 31, 19971oad factor target of 1.35 for 75 ow: of the 79 
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monitored bus lines. These bus lines had been selected for monitoring putSUant to a plan devised 

by the JWG and previously reviewed by the Special Master. 

Since September 9, 1998, the JWG has met on a number of occasions to exchange 

information concerning the causes of the failure of the MTA 1o meet the load factor target and to 

consider the remedies that would be appropriate to bring the MTA into compliance with the load 

factor requirements of the Consent Deaee. Through this process, an enormous IIIIlOunt of 

information and analysis has been generated which is part of the Admilll$trative Record in this 

proceeding and provides the foundation for this decision. While the JWG was able to agree that 

the MT A had not met the target load fuctors, the JWG was not able to agree on an appropriate 

remedial plan. Therefore, each party prepared and prescnled 1o the Special Master a remedial 

plan pi'Qviding its analysis ofthe causes of the MT A's failure 1o achieve the load factor targets 

and the proposed actions necessacy to address those causes. 

While there are some areas of agreement, the remedial plans presented by the MT A and 

the Plain tiff Class are far apart on a numbet of critical issues. Thus, pwsuant to Section IV .A.4 

of the Consent Decree, it is incumbent upon the Special Master to resolve the matter. 

The specific task before the Special Master- and the pwpose of this Memorandum. 

Decision and Order- is to determine what remedial steps the Decree req\lires to achieve 

compliance with the 1.35 load faaor target ofDec:embcr-31, 1997 .. as soon as lJOssiole" and "to 

meet the next lower load faetor tatget" of 1.25 by June 30, 2000. See Conseru Decree at IIA.4. 

·In reaching a decision. I ha-ve reviewed tbe remedial plans submitted by the MTA and the 

Bus Riders Uoi.on ("BRU"), the briefs, reply briefs, declarations and exhibits submitted by 

counsel to the MTA and the BRU, and the Administrative and Supplemental Administrative 

Record jointly sub.mitted by the patties. Having considered all of these data and analysis, I have 

adapted elements from each of the parties' plans in fashioning a "narrowly tailored" remedial . 

plan that, in my best judgmeo.t, will meet the specific reqtliic:m.ents of the Consent Decree. The 
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specific elements of this remedial plan are set forth on pages 52-56 of this Memorandum 

Decision and Order. 

Punruant to Section V .B of the Consent Decree, any matter resolved by or. refened to the 

Special Master may be reviewed by th.e United States Disttict Court, Central District of 

California, Western Division, along with the recommendations of the Special Master, if any, 

upon motion by either of the parties. If either or both parties file suoh e. motion, the entire 
•. 

Administrative Record, including this Memorandum Decision and Order, will be submitted to 

the Honorable Terrence J. Hatter. 

II. BACKGROUND 

In September 1994, the Community legal Strategy Center, together with the l3us ltiders 

Union, other community organitations and the named Plaintiffs (hereinafter "Plaintiffs" or ' 

"BRQ") brought a lawsuit against the MTA on behalf of the class of predominantly minority, 

transit-dependent bus riders in Los Angeles County seeking declaratory and injunctive relief 

\Ulder, inter alia, the Fourteenth Amendmenund Section 6 of the Civil Rights A« of1964. Ute 

Plaintiffs challenged the allegedly discriminatOty and disparate impact of the MTA's decisions to 

increase bus fares, cut bus passes and divert funds from the bus system, which serves 94% of the 

tr8nsit-dependent riders of~ Angeles CoUDty, in order to finance and eonstnlct a subway and 

light rail s}'st.em. A1\er many months of discovery and within a few weeks of trial, the parties 

agreed to settle the litigation and a Consent Decree was approved by the Court on Ootober 29, 

1996. 

A. Major Components of the Consent Decree. 

1. Fare Plcyisiops. 

The Consent Decree contains three major components. First, the Decree provides for a 

freeze on fares until Nov~ber 1998, with an allowance for inflationary increases thereafter. See 
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Consent Decree at m. In addition, the Decree retains the monthly and bi-weekly passes and 

creates a new weekly pass set at $11.00. These provisions were implemented with relatively 

little controversy and the objectives and benefits of the Consent Decree in this area have~ for 

the most pan successfully achieved. Moreover, although the MTA has been authorized to 

provide for an inf!ationazy increase in the bus fares since November 1998, it has not done so and, 

. apparently, has not initiated any of the fom1al steps required to do so. 

2. Load Factor Reduction Program. 

The second major component oftM Consent Decree-a program for the reduction of bus 

overcrowding as measured by load factor targets- has not fared so well. As stated above, the 

Decree requires the MTA to provide for significant improvements in bus service, to be measured 

by the achievement of specific load factorreduction targets over a five-year period. The MT A's 

failure to achieve the load factor target established by the Decree is what necessitates the present 

Decision. The pertinent history is as follows. 

On May 1, 1998, the Plaintiffs filed amotion with the Special Master seeking to 

consolidate the informal Stage land fortnal Stage ll proceedings and proceed directly to a 
. ~ 

determination of whether the MTA was in compliance with the Consent Decree and, if not, what 

remedy would be appropriate. The MfA opposed the motion. proposing informal consultations. 

On May 28, 1998, the Special Master issued a Procedntal Order granting the Plaintiffs' 

motion to consolidate Stage I and Stage n proCeedings and requesting that the parties clarifY the 

Outslaiiding issues to be resolved. In their written subatissioliS to the Special Master and at a 

June 24 Status conference, it was apparent that the panies held substantially different views as to 

how Section Il of the Consent Decree should be inteipreted and applied, and that thes.e 

foundational conflicts needed to be resolved as a threshold matter before the issue of compliance 

could be determined. A.ccordingly. the parties we:re directed to brief the foundational legal 
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question (and various related sub-issues) concerning the proper standard by which to measure 

compliance with Section II of the Consent Decree. 

In irs brief, the MTA contended that compliance under the Decree should be m=ured by 

a comparison of the MTA 's overall system-wide load factor compliance rate, per time period, 

with the indUstry-wide percentage of senice interruptions. In connection with this interpretative 

proposal, the MT A argued that the load factor should be computed using fixed, 20-minute 

periods. Conversely, the Plaintiffs argued that the Consent Decree requires compliance to be 

measured on each and e:vt:ry bus route, using a sliding window for "any 20 minute period." 

Plaintiffs further argued that the MTA had breached the Consent Decree by failing to procure an 

additional I 02 buses, as required by Section U.B. Opening Brief of Plaintiffs and Plaintiff's 

Class (filed July 8,1998); MT A's BriefRe Load Fector Compliance Standard (filed July 8, 

1988). 

The Special Master issued a Memorandum Decision and Order on July 15, 1998, 
I 

rejecting the MTA's system-wide interpretation of Section II of the Consent Decree and, instead, 

holding that Section II (If the Decree requires that the load factor targets be met on each and 

every bus line. The SpecW Master adopted the MT A's position on the "20-minute" measure and 

also noted that there may be de minimis exceptions to requirementS that the MTA meet the LIT 

on every bus line for every 20-minut.e period. Memorandum Decision and Order (filed July 1 S, 

199.8). 

OnAugust 14,1998, the PlaintifiS moved for recoDl\ideration of the Speoial Master's 

decision on the issues rclating to the 20-minute period, by-passed passengers, de minimis 

exceptions, and the procurement of an additional I 02 buses. Plaintiff's Motion for ;-. 

Reco11$ideration of the Special Master's Memotandum Decision, and Motion to Strike 

Inadmissi'ble Exlrinsic Evidence (filed AUg. 14, 1998). 

Upon completion of the briefing, the Special Master issued an Order on AUgust 25, 1998, 

granting the Plaintiffs' motion in part and denying the motion in part. Order Re Plaintiffs' 
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Motion for Reconside:rati.on of the Special Master (dated July 15, 1998); Order Re Compliance 

Standards (dated Aug. 25, 1998). The Special Master adopted the Plaintiffs' definition of"any 

non-overlapping sliding 2()..rojnute period" as the proper measurement of compliance and 

deferred consideration of de minimis exceptions until a later stage in the proceeding. On the 

issue of the additional I 02 buses, the Special Master reaffirmed his earlier decision that Section 

U.B of the Consent Decree did not mandate the immediate procurement of 102 additional new 

buses by July 1997.1 The Special Master deferred consideration of when the additional new 

buses must be acquired until the remedial phase of the load factor compliance proceeding. 

Having clarified the legal standards applicable to compliance under the Decree, the 

Special Master directed the JWG to reconvene to determine whether the MTA was in compliance 

with the load factor targei:s for each bus line and, if not, to coDSider appropriate remedies. On 

September 8 and 9, 1998, theJWO found thattheMTA was not incompliance with. the 1.35 

. LFT for 75 out of the 79 monitored MTA bus lines. Letter to Special Master from Habib F. 

Balian (dated September 8, 1998); Letter to Special Master from Erie Mann (dated Sept. 9. 

1998). 

While valuable information and analysis were developed and exchanged by the parties, 

and although a number of discussions on proposed remedial actions were held, the JWG f;illed to 

reach agreement on a remedial plan. Despite this impasse, the parties requested the opportunity 

to esW:llish confidential procedures for the pmpose of developing and exebsnging proposed 

remedial plans in the hope of facilitating settlement and agreement on areas of differen¢e. 

The proposed plans were exchanged on December 11, 1998 and dis~ in an infonnal 

conference held in Los Angeles on December 18, 1998. At the conclusion of the informal 

discussions, the Plaintiffs indicated to the Special Master that there was no prospect of reaching 

an agreement on the remedial plan and requested additional discovery conceming the basis for 

1 The MT A ~emporuril)' satisfied Ibis requirement by exu:nd"mg the lire of buses scheduled for replacement 
.and used lhe replllcemen1 vehicles to add savice. . 
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the MT A's proposed remedial plan. The Special Master approved the parties' proposed 

procedures for additional, limitod discovery and granted their request for a postponement of a 

briefing schedule on the merits. Procedural Order (dated Dec. 16, 1998). Briefing on the merits 

of the proposed remedial plans was completed on FebiUary 13, 1999, and the issue of a remedial 

plan was thus referred to the Special Master for decision. 

3. Pevelorunent of a Five-Year Plan. 

The third major component of the Consent Decree involves the development of a fivc:>

year plan, as set forth in Section ll.C.2, providing for additional bus and other txansit services 

designed to improve access to em!'loyment opportunities, health care facilities and educalional 

centers for the transit-dependent. To this end, the Decree requires the MT A to implement. after 

consultation with the JWG, a pilot project to demonsltate the feasibility of providing added' 

service to aebieve this objective. The JWG failed to reach agreement on a five-year plan by the 

deadline of December 31, 1998. At the direction of the Special Master, the parties submitted 

separate five>-year plans on Febnwy 21, 1999. As the MTA notes in its Opening Brief, 

compfumce with this provision ofrhe Consent Decree may require the MTA to acquire additional 

buses to implement the fivo-y~ plan. 

·a. Role of the Ioim Wor!ing Group. 

At the time the Consent Decree was agreed upon by the parties 41nd approved by the 

coun. it was impossible to fashion in great detail all of the specifie actions that would be 

necessary to aebieve the goals, objectives and spirit of the Decree. Accordingly, the JWG, _ 

consisting of representatives of both the MTA and the Plaintim, was establis~ for the purpose 

of working together to fill in the details and realize the benefits of the Consent Decree for the 

transit-dependent population- a goal shared by the Plaintiffs and the MT A. The IWG has met 

on many occasions and in many ways has been a thoughtful forum for the exchange of 
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information and ideas. Despite the controversies that have tlared up, the JWG has developed a 

substantial amount of valuable infonna.don that has been used to improve the quality of bus 

service. 

It has been disappointing, however, that the JWG has not been able to resolve many of 

the major issues in dispute. lbis is unfortunate because it requires the Special Mester to step in 

and substirute bis judgltl<;:nt for the expeaise of the MIA litaff, the BRU staff and their expert 

consultants. who are very knowledgeable about the bus system and are capable of designing . 

solutions to problems arising uade:r the Consent Decree. Nonetheless, all the MTA's "horses" 

and all the BRU's "men" (8nd women) bave not been able to put together an agreed-upon 

remedial plan, which was cleuly the desired course under the Consent Deaee. Consequently, 

the obligation to resolve these areas of eonflic::t under the Decree is now thrust upon, at lel!St in 

the ftrst instance, the Special Master. 

lfit bas taken moxe time than we.all would have wished to get to this point, it is because I 

s1rongly believe th!lt it is important that the JWG be given every incentive and opportunity to 

resolve as many of the disputes as possible. Moteaver. the data and analyses that have resulted 

from these deliberations have been a eritioal part of the analytical foundation for a remedial plan 

that meetS the Consent Oeaee's ~ Most importantly, the parties have not merely 

passed the time colleCting and te'/ie\Ving infonnation; rather, thCy have taken a 11umber of 

critical and concrete steps to improve the MTA's c:apac;ity to adhere to the requiiements pfthe 

Consent Decree.· For example, in Janwuy 1998, c:oos~etion of the Eastside, Mid-Cities and 

Pasadena rail linea was $!1Spellded. thus conserving SOille transit capital and management 

reso\irees for bus improvements? Iu. Octobc:r, an accelerated-bus p~ent plan was, 

approved that commits the MTA 10 pun:hase 2095 buses at a ci.ost of $817.3 million and will 

• Plllintiffs con rend <hat lhe MTA has not actuatlv reallocal.ed any of these l'eSOtU'CeS "' improve lhe bus 
~<!ell] and plans to pro.jde $\lbsmli&l resoui"Ces ro the l'esadena Blue Line. Repl_y Brief for Plaimiffir aro1 the 
Pla•nuffCtass at 2 112 (filed Feb. 16", 1999) ("BRU Rep. Br.''). 
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reduce the average age of the fleet tQ about six years within the next two and one-half years. 

Purchase orders have been executed for 538 new buses to be delivered before June 2000 and 

plans have been approved to convert or repair 917 ''unreliable" alternate fuel buses by the end of 

the year. 

In surn, both parties have undertaken an exrraordinazy amount of work to develop the 

analytical foundation for a remedial plan that addresses the causes of bus overcrowding. 

Because the parties have failed to reach agreement, however, it is now incumbent \IPOD the 

Special Master to detennine what specific steps are needed to achieve compliance with the 

dictates of the Co=t Decree. 

III. POSWONS OF Tim PARTlES ONTHE PROPOSED 
LOAD FACfOR REMJilliAL PLANS 

For the most part, the information relied upon by the parties in the prepar.llion of their 

remedial plans has been developed by the MT A and the BRU through the eoopetative efforts of 

the JWG. Thus, there exists a common so= of data that both parties generally accept. Both 

parties bs.ve undertaken a thoughtful analysis of these data and, while they agree on cE:rtain 

points, they have rea.ched widely different coDGlusions on the causes of, and remedies for, 1he · 

MT A's load fact.or nonccimpliance. · · 

$igQifi~y. both parties agree that approximately half of the inciden~s of load factor 

exeeedence are aaributable tO "lni5sing buses"- buses that ate in the. active fleet and scheduled 

for serrlce, but ate unable to piO'Iiide serviee on 11 particular run because they ate not operable, 

the driver is not a<Jailable, or the bus experiences an in-service failure. The panies also agree 

that most of the load f.!.ctQr exceedenc:e attributable tO l;Ilissing buses is a result of the poor 

reliability of an aging bus fleet and a fleet which has experienced substantial mechanical 

difficulties with the use. of alternati-ve fuel vehicles. MIA's Opening BriefRe Load Factor 

Reduction Plan at S-6 (filed Feb. 8, 1999) ("MTA Br."); Bus Riders Union Remedial Plan for 
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Meeting Load Factor Requirements of Federal Consent Decree at 3-4 (filed Dec. 11, 1998) 

("BRU Remedial Plan''). 

The parties disagree, howe'l'er, on the other 50% of the causes of load factor exceedence. 

The MT A believes that 29"/a of these LFT exceedences are attributable to poor schedule 

adherence -the fact that a bus arrives early or late and therefore creates overcrowc:ling situations 

that a properly managed schedule would a'l'oid. The MTA believes that the remaining 19o/o is 

attributable to an insufficient number ofbuses on the routes. The BRU, on the other hand, 

believes that SO% to 60% of the causes of overcrowding iS attributable to insufficient capacity 

and that poor schedule adherence is negligible as a cause of overcrowding. Chart A provides a 

comparison of the causes of overcrowding as analY2'"'l by the MIA and Plaintiffs. 

Since the MTA and the Plaintiffs disagree about at least half the universe ofload factor 

exceedence, it is pedlaps not smprising that they also differ considerably on the remedies thlt.t are 

needed to address these causes. Charts B and C provide a comparison ofthese proposed 

remedies. The following subsections summarize the respective positions of the parties, which 

are set forth more completely in theA- briefs and proposed plans. 

A. The MTA 's Cans& Analysis and Proposed Ren!edial Plan 

In order to determine the causes of its load factor exceedences, the MTA has. undertaken 

an analysis of point check data compiled during 1998 on the20 highest ridership bus lines and 

reviewed historical reports on ~celled daily bus tUnS and ~ce delays. MTA Br-at 3. 3 The 

MTA Staff used these data to prepare spi:eadsheets detailing each instance of overcrowding as a 

basis for analYsis of the primary cause of eacl!. ~ce of overcrowding. The MT A concluded 

that of the 1,369 instances of overcrowding observed in 1,424 point checks, missing trips 

accounted for more than one-half of all occunences (51.7%). Id. _at 5. Poonchedule adherence 

' • TOlined MTA ~d BRU J><!SC>anc:! ooonduct ~paint checks" by counting !he numbet afbus passengers 
standtng when a bus llm"CS at a. desjgnated bus stop. _ _ . 
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was found to be the pritnaiY cause of29.1% of the observed overcrowding. Id. Insufficient 

capacity (i.e., not enough buses) was the primary cause of the .:emaining 19.2% of all instances 

where the LFT was ex:ceeded. /d. The MIA's remedial plan is designed to allocate resources to 

address these causes of overcrowding proportionately. 

1. Missed trips. 

As noted above, the MT A ettributes 51.7% of instances of overcrowding to "missed 

trips." Under the MTA's an;dysis, "missed trips" include; (1) trips that were scheduled but 

missed because the bus was not able to provide service for any number of reasons; (2) trips th8l 

were missed due to the unavailability of an operator; and (3) trips that were missed due to an 

incident oceurring while the bus was in service (e.g., "in service failure''). MT A Br. at 5-6. "In 

. service failures" include mechanical breakdowns, aceidents, passenger incidents, traffic delays, 

and othet events that ean cause a scheduled bus not to complete its assigned route. 

The MTA points out that in its continued effon to improve air quality in Southern 

California- an issue of enormous concern in the Los Angeles basin- it bas acquired alternative 

fuel buses that do not have the demonstrated record of reliability that more traditional diesel

po~ed buses have developed over the years. ld. at 6. The MTA nows the following problems 

with its alternate fuel buses that have substantially decreasod the reliability of its ~fleet: 

· (l) some 300 buses, mOSt of them. alcohol-fuel~ are not C\IIrently in use due to e~ne failure. 

(2)594 compressed narural gas (CNG) buses have exhibited substantial reliability problems, and 

(3) due to the problems encountered with the reliability of new alternate fuel buses, the MTA has 

retained some 910 buses in the fleet that exceed the 12-year age fot planned retirement. 1-ld. The 

MT A's plan addJ:esscs the first sub-category of missed trips, the unavailability of equipment. by 

improving the availability of buses througll wananty defect corrections, engine replacements, 

improved maimenano::, and the acquisition ofmOJ:e modem, reliable equipment. The MTA 
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proposes the following sp<:cific steps to address the missed trips cause of load factor exceedence 

that is attrib\nable to the lack. of an operable bus. See !d. at 7-14. 

(a) Accelerated replacement plAA. 

The MT A Board ofDitecr.ors has recently adopted an ac~lerated bus procurement plan 

to provide for l,237newbuses over the next three fiscal years (through FY02). MfA Br. at 7 .. 

One-half of these buses will be delivered within the next 18 to 24 months. !d. TheMTA's 

replacement schedule for fiscal year 1998 through fiscal year 2004 provides for the accelerated 

procuren1ent of2,095 buses, which constitute 782 buses over and above what had initially been 

planned for this period at the time the Consent Oe<;ree was approved. /d. at 8. 4 Tbe additional 

cost is almost S300 million. !d. This accelerated program is intended to improve the condition of 

MTA's fleet and thereby reduce the number of missed trips due to the lack of operable 

equipment. It also is intenc;led to reduce the number of missed trips due to £e1Vice faihttes or bus 

breakdowns. 

(b) Conversion of ethanol buses· 

The MTA contends that an additional cause of"missed trips'' can be attributed to the 

ememe unreliability of the approximately 333 ethanol buses, which the MTA purchased 

between 1989 and 1992. MTA. Br. at 9. nte MTAasserts·that, in the later years of operation, 

alcohol engines have failed at an average orJO,OOO miles c;ompared to 120,000 miles between 

failures for comparable diesel engines. IJ. To remedy these problenis, the MTA has begun to · 

1 InDecem.ba I998,MTA c:ompletedacantrutwith Neoplan forthe~uisition oflOO hidl-floorCNG 
buses, The deliv~ oflhese bUS<:S is scbcdulod to begin in.Mudi 1999. U. 11t I. In October 199Tihe MTA entered 
ittro a contract widlNCVf FIJ'Of far the •.::qnisitiOJl of223 hidl·floot CNG buse$. lJ. These bliSCS are e!'Pecteci to be 
deliveted slartiDg in July 1999. I d. Ill OCtober 1998~ the M'l'A emered into a COil tract with NAB I for the acqubition 
of2 IS low-floor CNG buses. and deliW!I)' foc·these DliSeS is sched.ulod to begin in De.:ember 1999, I d. The 
acquisition of these S38 buses, which are ~ed by June 2000, will d~.e the average age o[tha MTA flett 
rr.,.,.. nine and Olle-balfyean to _.-o"imately oix ye!U$. JJ. In &ddition.J!l AUgust 1998". the MIA purdlasod 20 
New Flyer low·floqrbUses fiomATC/Vuneqm of!.= Voga.s. /d. at 10. 1nese 6uses were put into servic:e on 
Novemba 11, 1998. Id. 
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convert the ethanol buses 10 diesel at the rate of 15 buses per month, and plans to complete the 

conversion program by December, 1999. Jd. The MTA ha$ found that the buses converted to 

diesel so far have demonstrated significant improvement in their perfonnan.ce. !d. 

(c) Correction of warranty defects in CNG buses. 

According to the MTA 's analysis, conection of warranty defects will also serve to 

address the problem of"missed nips." MIA Br. at 10. The CNG fleet ofbuses has experienced 

fuel tank failures. bus fues, end problems with a variety of engine and fuel-system-related 

components. Itl. The MT A has worked with the llWiufactuier to develop protection shields for 

installation undet" the fuel tanks and heat .o~caps to protect the buses from catching on fire should 

the exhaust system malfunction. ld. The bus manufacturer is expected to complete retrofit work 

on the buses to improve their reliability ~md ped'onnance.. ld. 

(d) Better manaWUent of operator awi!ability and hiring. 

The MT A has found that the lack of an operator (bllS driver) liCCOunted for about 7% of 

the missed trips occun:ing between January to A\lg\ISt 1998. MTA Br. at 11. The MT A believes 

that this problem is not caused by an insufficient number of operators, but by the need for better 

matiaj;cinent of the available operators. J.d. To address these t9ncerns. the MTA recommends 

various manageriientst~s including CQSUring that operators not tal<:e vacations at the ~e time 

and~ the right number ofopcntors are assigned to eaeh shift at each division. Instead of 

biting more operators, the MTA recommends vm:ying the rate of hiring to mau:h seasonal trends 

in the need for oper:ators. Jd. 

(e) Reduction of in-service failures. 

The MTA has also concluded tb.ar. ac:celemted replacetnea.t and hnproved ~:eliabilicy of 

alternate fuel buses will reduce the numbet' of missed trips caused by in-service failures. I d. at 
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12. The MTA proposes to test a "Staged" buses program, increase maintenance staffing_, and 

provide for additional training of maintenance persorutel. MT A Br. at 12-13. Under the 

''staged" buses progl<lm, up to ten buses will be stationed on call at five locations during peak 

hours. Id. at 12. The MTA beli.,.es that this will enable it to respond quickly tO service 

disruptions and to reduce the amount of time lost between the trouble call, loss of se~ice, and 

replacement. The MTA plans to test and evaluate this program in 1999. ld. at 11. 

In addition, since July 1998, the MT A has hired up to 53 additional mechanics, which has 

resulted In improvements in the ratio of past-due, critical preventive maintenance program 

repairs and an increase in the miles between total road c.alls ("MBR")- ld. at 13-14. The MIA 

has set an objective to increase the MBR frotn 700 in July 1998, to 2000 by June 2000. Jd. at 14 .. 

The MTA notes that the Cancellations and "Out Lates" of buses were reduced to less than 1% by 

November 1998 compared with over 3-112"/o in August 1998. /d. According to the MTA, these 

improvements are a direct result of in~eased emphasis on maintenance issues. The MT A 

contends that it now has a sufficient number of mechanics to achieve these goals. ld. The MTA 

also plans to inlprove training for mechanics. ld. 

(f) Other actions. 

The MT A's remedial plan includes other actions to reduce ove:roOwding. These include 

training for bus operators to improve consistency of actions and deployment of Operations 

Supe(Visoi'S at r«a..l"ring problem sites. MT A Br. at 15. In addition, the MT A plans to proCure 

and install!Ultomated pass~er counters (APCs) on 20% of the fleet to provide more rellable 

tracking on overerowding and will initiate a pilot project to utilize TRS for vehicle tracking and 

~emote su.peMsi.on, which will allow the Ml'A to provide f.asler in-sexviee contrOl and to make 

adjustments in real time. Id. 
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2. Schedule AdheNnce 

The MTA's causal analysis and remedial plan arc premised on the assumption that proper 

management of schedule adherence is crucial to the even distribution of passenger loads 

throughout the day. In theory, a bus running early increases the likelihood that the next bus will 

be forced to pick up a substantially gre_ater load of passengers, and buses departing excessively 

late also cause overcrowding. MTA Br. at 15. The MTA 's analysis concludes that 29.1% of the 

ins~ances of overcrowding are due to poor schedule adherence by MTA operators.s Jd. at 16. 

To improve schedule adherence, the MTA recommends several steps. First, the MT A 

suggests the deployment of additional on-street supervisors to force operators who "run hot" (i.e, 

run ahead of schedule) to adhere to the schedule. 6 Id. Second, the MT A intends to enforce more 

strictly its eollective bargaining agreement by talc.ing di~ciplinary action against operations 

personnel for rule violations that impact on-time perfonnsnce. Jd. The MT A also recoiD.IXl~ 

making use of automated passenger COIUlterS and radio system monitoring techniques for better 

identifieation of problem Toutes, runs 1111d operators. ld. at 17. Finally, the MTA plans to 

delegate additional responsibilities to the Transportation Division Dispatchers to enable the 

reduced number ofTrartSit Operations Supervisors to focus oil schedule adherence. Id. at 18. 

The MT A cites the successes of the San Diego and M"mneapolis ttansit systems 13-S evidence that 

on-site supervision can improve schedule adherence. Id. at 17-18. 

3. IIISilffieient Scheduled Service 

The MTA also concludes, based on iLS analysis, that 19.2% of the instances of 

overcrowding are due to insufficient scheduled service. MTA Br. at 19. To address thi,s 

3 MTA's dam. -eallliat ~ arrl..als we.-e found to cause 18% ofsuclt 0«\\tt'ee\c:e< '""'ile c::o<cessive 
la~mess was the cause of the t=aimng llY.. ld. at 16. · 

' iihe MTA bas r.:stcd this approach av~ a l"'O week pesWd on Line 33 which runs from do""'!O\m Los 
,o.ngeles, via Vczice ~"' tlic City of SOlita M<mi£8, a line lhao:h,.. c><perieoco4"" ~high tWmbcr of 
ii1St8llces o( ove=owdidg attributabk to p<XIr scb.odulc ll<lhCrena:. Aec<>rding tollhc Mt:A, diete was a 31 'Yo decline 
In the li\1D1l?er ofl~ 1\!«orviolati()M, frOin 42% w 29%, u o. rcsul< ofimproVed schedule adh.,...,nee during the 
demonstranOnpenod. ld. &tl7 and WoodbwYDccl Vf 16, 17. Seeafso BR.U Op. Br. at22-23;MTA Rp. Br. inS. 
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problem, the MTA proposes to add 30 buses to the peak fleet. Id. Moreover, to meet the load 

factor wgets ofl.25 by June 2000, the MTA proposes adding, no later than December 1999, 130 

additiopal buses to the peak fleet (over and a~e the 30 buses mentioned above). Id. at 19-20. 

In designing a remedy fur this factor, the MTA bas submitted an analysis of the 20 most 

overcrowded lines conducted by "ariol.!S MTA personnel responsible for designing bus schedules 

\Schedule Makers/. This analysis includes recommendations on how to address me specific 

causes of overcrowding for each of the lines, utilizing various schedule adjustments such as 

short-lining, adjusting headways, deadheading, intediniug, and re-tiei.ng. Id. at 20-21. The 

analysis by the MTA's Schedule Makets also includes recommendations on how Jnany 

additional buses would be required to meet both the 1.35 and 1.25 load factor targets. Based on 

the analysis ofthese Schedule Makers, the MIA concluded that 160 additional buses would be 

required to ensure compliance with the Decree. Jd. at 46. 

B. BRU's Casuat Analysis and Remediru Plan 

Taking into account both the MTA and the BRU point check data, the BRU has 

condU~:ted a violation by violation analy:;is of the peak holliS, between Janwuy and Septc.:Inber 

1998, on the 75 lines that the MfA and the BRU agreed were in violation of the Consent Decree. 

See Mapping of Load Factor Violations, Weekday AM. and P.M. R\ISh HO\U'S (75 Lines (dated 

Dec. 11, 1998) (Adlninistrative Record eAR") Tab 59 ("BRU Analysis")). In this analysis, 

every violation was matched to its schedule to deteJ:min.e if all the scheduled buses anived, and, 

if so, what time they arrived and how many people were on the buses. From this ·analysis, 

Plaintiffs concluded that there were two primexy sow:ces ofload fuctor violations: ( 1) scheduled 
. ~ 

buses not arriving at all (40%-50%), and (2) not enough buses even when all the scheduled 

service arrived (SO"/o-60"h). See BRU Remedial Plan at 3-4. }"he BRU attempted to code ev<:ry 

violation on e:-rery lioe &c:Oordiog to these two primary ca.uses. In c:onductiog its mapp~ 

analysis, the BRU relied on MTA and BRU data showing the full extent of the MTA's historical 
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noncompliance J:eOOrded from Januacy 1, 1998 and then analyzed these data using the 20~1Dinute · 

sliding-window periods. In tailoring a remedial plan to cure the massive violations, the BRU 

addressed both the violations caused by missing buses IUid lhe violations caused by insufficient 

capacity. Id. 

1. Rqnedies fqr Missin¢ Bus Violations. 

The BRU's plan to remedy the approximately SO% ofload factor violations caused by 

rriissed trips aims to improve the reliability of the operating fleet through modemi7Ation and 

engine replac;emcnt and by hiring l!rlditional operators and mechanics. The specific; proposals 

include requiring the MTA to: 

• Purchase 333 new CNG buses over and above the MTA's accelerated procurement 

plan to provide for the replacement of all buses over the fedexal 12..year/500,00,0-

mile retirement standard by the June 2000 load factor target. 

• Replace engines in methanoVethiUiol fleet. 

• Complete CNG wattanty progr.un. 

• Hin: 112 operetors to increase the operator spare ratio to 1.20. 

• Hire 64 mechanics to expand preventmive, critical and general maintC:U:ance. 

• Expand mainren:mre traini1Jt and supetVision. 

• Cieatelexpand rec.uning defects linalysis program. 

• Improve spare parts management. 

• Improve management of emergency service for bus accidents, advance notice of 

special events, traffic management, and tadio system. 

BRU Remedial Plan at S-0. 
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2. Remedies for Insufficient capayjty. 

The BRU's remedial plan addresses the serious probletn of insufficient capacity by first 

analy;zing how many additional bus trips are needed to achieve the load W:tor targets for each 

bus fuie. /d. at 6-8. The BRU's analysis concludes that additional service is requited on 57 lines 

to rneenhe 1.35 and t.2S LFTs. ld. at 6. To provide this level of service. the BRU recommends 

the imm'ediate purchase of348 additional buses (plus 70 spares) to meet the 1.35 taiget, and 157 

additional buses (plus 31 spares) to meet the 125 target. Reducing this total of 606 buses by the 

53 buses that MT A already bas planned for expansion, the BRU recommends that the MfA 

expand its fleet by procuring 553 new CNG buses.. Opening Brief for Plaintiffs and the PlaintifiS 

Class at 33 (filed Feb. 8, 1999) ("BRU Br. ''). The BRU also recommends increasing the 

OperatOr Availability Ratio ("OAR'') from 1.16 to 1.20 and hiring 184 additional mechanics. 

BRU Remedial Plan.at 7, 5. 

Additionally, because the bus proc\lrement process generally tJkes 18 months, the BRU's 

plan would require the MTA to lease immediately 348 new CNG buses to meet the l.lS uuget 

until the plll'Chased buses amve.. BRU Br. at 33. 

Finally, PlaintifEs conteo.d that Section U.B of the~ Deccee requires the MrA to 

add into service 102 additional buses (i.e .• buses in addition to those already planned for 

replacement purposes), ld. at 36. 

3. Monitoring and Reporting. 

The BRU points out that the MTA has reduced its point check/ride cheek staff from 

approxiro•rely 60 to 29. BRU Remedial Plan at 7. The BRU reeommends that the MTA 

continue the frequency of checks at two times a month on the top 20 lines and inctease the 

frequency of point checks to two times a month on the rest of the 55 lines. ld. 
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In addition, in order to monitor overcrowding mo~e effeaively, the BRU proposes that 

the MTA prepare a quarterly report that traeks all remedial action, per line and system-wide, 

including: 

(a) Cancelled and late runs totaled for each month; 

(b) Equipment failures in-service listed by amoWl.t, reason, bus series and line; 

!d. at 7-8. 

(c) Missing operators s1JIIliillU'ized by reason per month; 

(d) Point check data matched to scheduled times and bus runs. with analysis 

of every violation; and, 

(e) A mapping of every load faetor violation for each line over time. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND FlNDJNGS. 

A. Causes of Load Faetor Violations. 

1. Load Factor Data. 

Under the Consent Decree, a violation OC¢urs when the uverage load faetor on any bus 

line during any sliding 20-tnin~ (non-overlapping) period during the peak morning or.evening 

rush hours exceeds the load factor target. See Order Re PlaintiffS' Motion for Reeonsideration 

(filed Aug. 25, 1998). The fact that a particular bus or several buses carry more than 15 standing 
) 

passengers and thus exceed the 1.35 ceiling will not. result in a violation unless the average load 

factor for a non-overlapping 20-minute rolling period exceeds 1.35. Furthermore, it is important 

to keep in mind that the determination of load fa.cf.Qr exceedence is based on MI'A and BRU 

point check data that monitored only a SB!Ilple of the number of bus trips from November 1997 

through Septcmbe£ 1998. Consequently, the "violations" are ooly tq>resentative of the extent of 

overcrowding. Nevertheless, the general consistency ofBRU and MTA data generally establish 

the validiey of the sampling size. 
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In the analysis supporting its remedial plan, the BRU relied upon inoidents of exceedenc;e 

during the entire period from November ~ 997 through September 1998 and utilized, properly, 

lhe sliding 2G-minute window. The BRU also provides the data for all 77 lines. See BRU 

Analysis. The MT A, on the other band, apparently conducted its analysis using a static 20-

minute window, limited the incidents of violation to more recent occurrences, and focused on the 

20 most heavily traveled lines. See MT A Br. at 20; see also Depositi~n of Frank Schroder at 

79:17- 80:6 (dated Jan. 13, 1999). Therefore, the data concerning line by line violations relied 

upon by the BRU in fashioning its remedial plan are more com~ensive and useful in 

analyzing the causes of load factor exc:eedence. ibis is not to say that the conclusions that the 

BRU chaws from its analysis of these data ate always correct. However, the .BRU's data provide 

a more comprehensive picture from which to determine line-by-line causes of load factor 

violations and serves as a basis for tailoring appropriate remedies to the problem of 

overcrowding. 

2. Causes of OVercrowding. 

The parties g<'llerally agree that about half of the incidents of overcrowding are 

attributable to missed trips reslllting from the. unavailability of a bus, the unavailability of an 

operatOr or in-service failure. MTA Br. at 3-5; BRU Remedial Plan at 3-:4; see also Declaration 

of Dana WoodbUIY 18 (dated Feb. 8, 1999) ('Woodlnuy Dec!."): 

They differ sbw:ply on the other half. . The :MT A found that 29o/.. of overcrowding was 

canvd by poor schedule adherence and that only 19% was a result of insufficient capacity . 

. MTA Br. at 5; Woodbury Declaretion Yf8-9. The BRU, on the other band. round that 50%-60% 
:.l· 

of the load factor violations were caused by insufficient capacity and accorded negligible weight 

to poor schedule adhetenee as a cause of overerowding. BRU Remedial Plan at 4. 

The gap between the panies. on this issue, however, may not be as large as it seems. The 

MT A acknowledges that improved management of schedule adherence coonot eliminate 29% of 
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the load factor violations and that it is very difficult to reduce J.ar.e arrivals through schedule 

management alone. See, e.g., Woodbury Dec!. 'If 28 (schedule adherence can only remedy one 

out of six violations). Moreover, the BRU does not deny that improvements in schedule 

adherence, especially in combination with other fuctors such as added capacity, will reduce 

instances of overcrowding. See Deel~on of Thomas Rubin "J 42 (dated August 14, 1998) 

("Rubin Dec!."). 

As discussed more fully below, a combi.na1ion of remedies, including acee.lerated 

replacement, fleet expansion and better schedule adherence, are necessary to meet the LFTs. 

While I believe that the MTA ovexsta.tes, and theBRU understates, the extent of poor schedule 

adherence as a cause of overcrowding, I do not believe that it is necessm:y to allocate a specific 

causal percentage to schedule adherence to deSign an interactive remedial plan. 

B. Remedy for "Missing BJISeS". 

The MTA and the BRU agree that roost of the violations attribU1able to missing buses can 
v 

be cured by substantially imptoving the reliability of the fleet. BRU Remedial Plan at S; MT A 

Br. at 7 .. They funher agree that the conversion of the ethanol buses and wammty repair oflhe 

.CNG~s are important to im;proved~eliability. BRURemedialPlanat S; MTABr. at9-10. 

Finally, they agree that reliability can be enhanced by the retirement and ~eplaeement of older, 

less reliable diesel buses in the fleet. BRU Remedial Plan at S; MIA Br. at 7-8. 

BRU bases its propqsed remedy ori the fact that under the MfA 's accelerated 

procurement plan there wiU be 599 buses over the l:Z-year/500,000-mile l"etirement Ji.tnil: in June 

2000, the d.ate by which the 1.25 load factor target must be achieved. BRU Remedial Plan at S. 

After the conversion of the etbanoUmethanol fleet, the MTA wm still have 333 buses over the 

12-year/500,000-m.ile mark. Thus, the BRU proposes the immediate proCw:ement of333 buses 

for delivery prior to l'une 2000. Ja. 
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[tis beyond question~ th.e MfA's active fleet has become older in recent years. The 

size of the Mr A bus fleet has steadily declined from FY93 through FY97 while, at the &ame 

time, the age of the fleet has steadily increased during the same period. See Mundie & 

Associates, Review ofCACMT A's Bus Operating Plans at V-2 (dated Mar. 1998) (AR Tab 77). 

The perce!lf;).ge ofbuses that.exeeeded.12 years of age in June 1997 had increased to 45%. !d. at 

Exh. V-5. Excluding the methanol buses frorn the age calculations (whic:h have had significant 

unreliability problems), the percentage of the fleet that exceeded 12 years in June 1997 was 52%. 

/d. at Exh. V -6. 

Nor is there any dispute that the continued use of older buses has led to increasingly 

frequent and expensive maintenance and has i11creased the number and severity of breakdowns. 

As ofJuly27, 1997, the MTA had a total of2,416 buses, of which 2,103 were in the active fleet 

and only 1,666 were operational /d. at V-2. 7 According to MTA 's statistics, there were 333 

~celled runs in FY94 compared to 7,093 in F'l98. See MTA Cancelled and Late Runs FY93 

Through FY98. AR Tab 84. In addition, there were 3,68llate IllllS in FY94 compared to 15,079 

in FY98. BRU Br. at 10. 

To address the problems associated with a rapidly aging fleet, the MTA Board approVed 
' 

an accelerated bus repl=ent schedule in October 1998. In his declaration, Mr. John Orayton, 

MTA 's Acting Director for Vehicle Acquisition, Technicat Suppon, Watianty and Reliability, 

,points out that as axesult of this accelerated bus proeurement plan, the MfA will be receiving 

over 1,237 new buses over the next tbrcc fiscal years (through FY02). Declaration of John 

Drayton 1 4 (dated Feb. 8, 1999) ('Drayton Dee!."). One half of these buses will be delivered 

within the next 18-24 months. /d. 'If 5. At the time the Consent Decree was entered in October 

1996, the MT A's replacement schedule for Fiscal Y eat 1998 through Fiscal Year 2004 Was 

1,313 buses. As a result of the accelerated procurement plan, the MT A's xeplacement schedule 

The total fk>ct included bGses that wer;e used by private conttaclors and busos tnat were mired from. 
service.. 
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will provide 2,095 buses over the same period of time. This represents a. procurement of 782 

buses over and above what bad initially been contemplated for this period, at an additional cost 

of almost $300 million. Id. 

The BRU points out, however, that most of these replacement vehicles will not e.rrive by 

June 2000 in time to meet the 1.25 LfT. BRU Br. at 19-20. In fact, under the accelerated plan, 

there will actually be a. decrease by 26 buses from the number of buses previously scheduled to 

arrive in this fiscal year (FY99) and a net increase of only 203 buses in FY99 and FYOO, which 

will be delivered by June 2000. /d. Section II of the Dectee requires the Special Master to 
-

design a remedy that will meet the 1..35 load factor target ~as soon as possible"l!lld the 1.25 

target by June 2000. The accelerated arrival of buses after June ;woo undoubtedly will prove 

necessary tQ m~ and maintain subsequent reduced load factor targets, but this is not a remedy 

for the violations which have already occurred. 

Nevertheless, the MT A has set in motion a number of :specific steps that will have a 

measurable effect on meeting the June 2000 LFTs. MTA Br. at 7-10. First, tbeMTA currently 

has contractS for the acquisiti.Oil. of 538 buses, expected tQ be delivered by June 2000, which will 

decrease the average age of the MTA fleet from 9-1/2 years to approximately 6 years. Jd. at 8. 

Second, the MTA will complete the conversion of 333 ethanol buses, which have been extremely 

unreliable, into diesel buses by December 1999. Id. at 9. Third, the MTA will c:omplete the 

repair of defects.pursuant to wartanty on 594 new CNG buses by May 1999. ld. at 10. Finally, 

the MTA purchased 20 low floor buses from Las Vegas which were placed in setVi.ce on 

November 11, 1998 after corrective repain; were completed. Jd. 

It is evident that the MTA's ~elerated bus ptOCUrement program, approved by the 

Board last October; is a aitical Step that is fully consistent with the objectives I!Ild spirit of the 

Consent Decree. The evidence supports the conclusion that this accelerated program will 

improve the c;ondition of the MTA's fleet by reducing the nUmber of missed trips caused by the 

lack. of operable equipment and service failures. I am persuaded that the combination of these 
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new, converted and repaired buses, which totall,485, will substantially improve the reliability of 

the fleet prior to tbe June 2000 load factor targeL Moreover, the replacement program is 

~nsistent with the practical reality of efficient procurement planning and bus deliveries. The 

accelerated procurement schedule will stagger the delivery of buses. As Mr. Drayton poinb; out, 

it is impiaCtical to teplace a bus fleet all ax once due to the physical constraints of receiving a 

large number of buses all at one time as well as the problems that are created when an entire fleet 

gets old and must be replaced at the same tinte. Drayton Decl. 'lf4 .. 

In my view, the BR.U has wderestimated the exrem to which the elimination of many of 

the most unreliable buses from the fleet and their replacement with 1,485 new, converted and 

repaired buses before June 2000 will substantially improve the reliability of tli.e MT A's active 

bus fleet and therefore reduce significandy the n11111ber of incidents of overcrowding that :u-e 

attributable to missing buses. Moreover, the evidence suggests that the MTA's accelerated bus 

procurement program will contribute to significant improvement in overall fleet reliability. 

From FY98 through June 2000, the MTA plans to obtain 895 new buses, 240 more replacement 

buses than licb.eduled under the previous plan. If executed on time, the average age of the fleet 

will be reduced from 9. 73 in FY99 to 7.66 by June 2000. 1998 Bus Procurement Plan and 

Summary Age of Fleet at 2 (AR Tab 66). While a vehicle that has reached the 12-ye:u-/500,000-

mile threshold is eligible for replacement with federal assistance, it is not absolutely essential 

that no bus be allo'OII<ld to operate beyond this threshold. Indeed, some of the older buse:; in the 

MT A's fleet have been more reliable thaQ. some of the newer alremative iUel vehicle:;. 

While the BRU's goal of retiring all buses exeenling this threshold by Jun.e 2000 is 

laudable, I am not persuaded that this further step is necessacy to eliminate the load factor 

violations attributable to inope.rable buses or in-service breakdowns. With the deli11eey of 437 

replacement 'buses in FYOO- the highest annual level in the accelemted plan- the MTA should 

be able to retire vehicles with a history of me.;b.mical problems. /d. at 1. With operating spares. 

the MTA should ba"Ve a fur more reliable fleet. 
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For these reasons, I have concluded that it is not necessacy to direct the MT A to purchase 

immediately the additiona1333 new CNG buses to address the ''missing bus" cause of load factor 

exceedenee. I find that the MT A's engine convetSion and wamUJ.tY repair program. together 

with the accelerated bus replacentent plan, should be sufficient to remedy the violations eausc:d 

by inoperable buses. Since additional buses will be required to address the "insufficient 

capacity" cause ofload factor exceedence, see Section lV.F below, there are limits as to how 

many new buses the MTA can procure and assimilal:e in one fiscal year, and, in my judgment, 

!he immediate need for additional capacity is more critical at this point in meeting the LFTs. 

However, should the MT A modify or scale back its accelerated bus replacement plan or fail to 

make timely conversions or warranty repairs to alternate fuel vehicles, additional measures may 

be requited at that time. 

C. Operator Availability. 

The BRU also comends that the cunent operator assignment ratio (OAR) of 1.16 is 

inadequate to ensure a cushion of reserve operators to cover for illness, ~leave, eoun 

duties, discipline and other events that prevent operators from being available to work. Although 

the MTA notes that the lack: of operator a~ability accounted for 7% of the IIliss¢d trips that 

occurred between JanlWy and August 1998, it rejects the BRU's propos81 to solve this problem 

by inqe:asing the OAR from 1.16 to l.~o. which would requite approximately 112 new bus 

openrtors at an annual increased cost of S6 million; See Declaration of Gary Spivack "j'1f 11-13 

("Spivack Decl."). 8 Instead, the MTA plans to improve the rnanagement of available operators 

by ensuritigtbat the right number is assigned to each shift, coominating vacations, and studying 

how to es1ablish specific OAR levels for each division. 9 Id 'lll:i. 
1 

· Thete seems to be an inCOMistcncr in the MTA 's JIOSition with r:~ to o~ Mr. Woodburl states 
in bls declmdion that "the biriug or additional~"' "'"I erisure that ic:liCdulc .wigataents ""' f'liled., ~ee 
Woodbwy DccL f20 •. Jn·OOiltr85t. Mr. S_pivo,cl< C:laims that hiring ntor~ operators is~. simplistic salutiouM and Is 
"not cost.:ctfcdiVe. N See SpN'aCI<. Dcc1.1 12. 
' It is diftie11lt to undersl:md why these ty~ of im~em<Jits luo.vc not already been made given tha! the 
load ra.:tor rcdU.aioo requitemeniS have been in pla<:e sinc::c October of 1996. . 
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In my view, the record does not justify a roan.dawry incteiiSe of the OAR at this time. 

Nonetheless, the MT A needs to take whatever steps ar<; necessary to eomply with the 

requiremen(S ofthe Decree by Sllb$tantially elimin®ng the number of missed trips Bttributable to 

operator unavailability. If this objective is not achieved by the end ofDecember 1999, through 

the management xeforros proposed in the MTA'5 plan or by other appropriate &cps taken by the 

MT A, then it will be necc:ssaxy to eonside~: forther action in this area. Under the new reporting 

requirements set forth irifra at V.S, the MTA is directed to report, on a quartedy basis.. its 

progress in meeting this objective. 

D. Other MTA Pronosa]s to Address Reliabilitv. 

1. Staged Bus Project. Tb.e MT A also proposes a "staged" bus pilot project 

of up to ten buses (at an initi31 five locations) during peak hours on some of the roo& crowded 

Jines. MT A Br. at 12-13. The MTA states that this program will enable it to respond quickly to 

service disruptions and mechaniCal malfunctions l!lld to adjust headweys to reduce 

overcrowding. Id. at 12. This program will be in plaee during 1999 as a tcrnporazy proeram and 

will be reevaluated before it is implemented funher. Id. at 13. 

Given the severity of the "missing bus" problem, the MTA is directed to proceed with the 

implementation of this pilot project. While it is hoped that the results wm be helpful in reducing 

overcrowding, it is not possible to eonelude at this time that this is a long-term solution to the 

load facfl)r exceedenee Jlroblem under1he Consent Decree. The MTA shall ~rt on the results 

of this pilot project in its Quarterly Report to the Special Master. 

2. Mechan,ies. The BRU bas recemmeruied, as part of i(S remedial plan. an 

increase of the cum:nt mechanic workforce by approximal:ely 184 new mechanics. .BRU 

Remedial Plan at 5. The MT A oppOses the plan, DOting that the number of mechanics was 

Increased by 47 in July 1998, and was further increased by six mechanics dudng the recent mid-. 

year budget adjustment. MTA Br. at 13. The MTA also has set some specific goals and cWms 
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significant progress already in meeting them. For example, th~ MTA plans to increase mean 

miles between total road calls (MBR) from 700 in July 1998 to 2,000 by June 2000 (and swes it 

has achieved an average ofl,047 miles in recent months.) ld at 14. 

The evidence presented in the Administrative Record does not necessitate a finding at 

this time that the additional_ mechanics recommended by the BRU are neoessazy. The MTA must 

take all reasonable StepS to ensure that it has in place an adequate workforce of mechanics to 

meet the LFTs as required by the Consent Decree. However, it is up to the MTA to detennine 

specifieally the number of mecbanics that will be required for compliance and to include this 

information, as well as the progress it is making in achieving its goals in this area, in its 

Quarterly Reports. 

3. Automation. The MTA includes in its remedial plan the procurement and 

installation ofAPCs on 20% of the ileet. It also recommends a pilot project to utilize TRS for 

vc:hlcle tracking and remote supervision, thereby proyiding faster in-setVice control and 

adjustmenls. Set: Spivack Decl."J23; MTA Br.l't 15. These appear to be useful actions which 

may facililate monitOting and complian.ce in a timely ao.d cost-effective manner. The MTA is 

direeted to proceed wilh these steps1as a component of the remedial plao. to achieve compliance 

with tbe load factor targets cstahlisbc:d by the Consent Decree. !d. 

E. Schedule Adherence. 

· The MTA attri~ approximately 29% of:the t:ause ofload factor exceedence to fuiled 

schedule adherence, with approximately 63% of the scheduled a.dhetcnce failures attributable.to 

the early anival of buses. MTA Br. "at S, 15; Woodbucy Decl."[lS. The MTA is not suggesting 

that 290/a of the problem can be fixed tbro\lgh better management and on-street supervision of 

sclledule adherence. It is suggesting, however, that improvements in on-street supeiVision and 

better enforcement of lhc eoUcc:tive bargainiog ag1:00ment will result in a significant reduction of 

the incidents of overcrowding. While Plaintiffs appat¢ntly attn"bute no quantifiable load factor 
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improvement to better management of schedule adherence, they do recognize that ''all else equal, 

maximizing schedule adherence will generally have a positive impact on reducing some overload 

conditions." Rubin Dec!. '1[ 42. Nonetheless, the BRU asserts that the Mr A significantly 

overstates the importance of schedule adherence to reduced load factors and compliance. BRU 

Br. at 20-24. 

I have concluded that schedule adherence is a bi~ of a chicken-and-egg problem. It is as 

much a result of overcrowding as a caUSe of overa-owding. If li\lfficient buses are not provided 

on a route, then it follows that additional time will be required for passengers to board and 

deboard overcrowded buses, which will slow down travel speeds and cause the buses to fall 

behind schedule. Therefore, late buse5 may be in pan a manifestation of insufficient capacity 

and unroet demand. 

Moreo~, there is ample evidence to suggest that there ate a number of additional 

factors, clearly beyond the control of effective management of scheduling adherence, which 

contribute to the late arrival of buses. These include traffic accidents, street collSttuction; crime 

and police action incidents, pas.stmger incidents SUch as illness, disabled vehicles, weather

related delay$, spiked increase in ridership demand due to special events and excessive traffic 

congestion due to aey- number offaetors. See, e.g., MTABr. at 15, 19; Rubio Dec!. 1'1!42-43. 

On the other hand. there are remedial steps that are parr of one or both of the proposed remedial 

plans tluit will have a positive effect on schedule adherence. These include adding additional 

capacity to handle passMger demand, refi~Ung bus schedules to ~U~:e overcrowding, improving 

the reliability ofb~ to reduce in-semce failures, and managing operator availability more 

successfully.10 MT A Br. at 5-19; BR.U Br. at 30-33. 

I have concluded that addiDg a$lditional capacity, refuiing schedules, improving bus 

reliability, and better management of opexator availability will work in conjunction with more 

'" On bo.Janoc. h-; as !he .MTA concc4es, it is oot J>OSSible to ploce v~ much con lid= in lh~ 
elimination of !arc bus aniva!S lbrauglt lllot"C efficieniiiLllllag<!ll<ll'l ofsdtedule adliercnce even lh0\18b it is 
anticil'ated thai as various olhc:rcompaat>nts oflhe.n:mediafplan are implemented. schedule adhen:ncc-will improve 
and bite bus amvals will be reduCed. 
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successful management of schedules to reduce load factor exeeedence caused by poor schedule 

adherence. I expect that some progress will be made in reducing early anivals. However, I find 

that n'I~Ue effl.eient schedule adherence -without more - will not have a substantial impa,ct on the 

problem of late arrivals. I would also note that while the MT A has taken steps to improve field 

supervision of schedule adherence, the ~ of transit operations supervisors ('70S") have 

been reduced from 385 in FY 1990 to only 186 today. MTA Br.llll&.U 

The:efore, I have given far less credence to schedule adherence as an effective remedy 

for load factor violations. Only in those instances where load factor exceed~ appears to be 

attn'butable to the early arrival ofbuses., perhaps on a so-called "hot run," have I given some 

weight to this component of the MTA's remedial plan. I have concluded that it is probable thai 

some load factor reduction c::an be achieved by reducing the number of buses that arrive early 

through better schedule adheii:Ilce management., and by implementing plans to improve on-s~t 

supervision of schedule ~nee With particlllar emphasis on eliminating early anivals, if these 

remedles are exeeute<l in conjunction with others, as outlined in this Decision. A=rdingly. the 

MT A should proceed with all of the schedule adhereoce improvements outlined in its~ 

plan. 

F. R.tmedy fOJ'I!JS1'fficientOmacity. 

'fhe,MTA's operations planning staff initially analyzed. the instances in which the 1.35 . 

lpad :f.iido~ t,arget was exceeded by reviewing the num.erous point checks conducted during 1998 . . ' ' ' ' '·. . . .- - . . 

on the_ 20 highest ridership bus lines. 'Ihe MTA 's analysis co_ncluded that for 1,369 instances of · 

overcrowding observed during 1.424 point cheeks, insufficient eapacity (i.e., not enough,buses) 

11 The MTAJiroP!"'!"' to refocus the effotts of the saWJer·TOS otaff an stteet oupec:vlslon by hiriog a44idonal Transa· ·all DiVISion Dis~chcrs (IDD) to handle duties uruel~ to oo-stred_ supervision lhataxe ~dy 
bcioog · <!led by TOS Ctl~ thereby SU""""g !be TOS sraffto devote their time to SUJ'!'rvising !he lilles and 
prov• lnstru<'don 84d trainiJI& Of OJ><nltlts.. TheMl'A indi.;atet.lharlt is hlrillgrfitired TOS staff to WV<= as line 
regulalo~ 0<1 IUl intaim basis until additional ~..,.d """ be hire<~ u><1 c.a;....,.J, In« tltc M:TA has not indieated 
bow I\UIOy .additional TOS personnel it pladsto hhe. The TOS staft"form'!fly occupiccl with oth.er duties are now in 
the field ud form the basiS of"r~gaiearnsp who wa.k in groups to monir.or a.nd patr<>ll:al'gdcclline!i. "-[vaek 
Dec!. ,. 8. . . . . ---
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-was found to be the primary cause of only 19.2% of all instances where the load factor targets 

were exceeded. MTA Br. at 5. The MTA proposes to meet the 1.35load factor target as soon as 

possible by adding 30 buses to the peak :fleet. According to the MTA, these 30 buses, which are 

already in the fleet, will reduce overcrowding to a de minimis level no later than June 1999. /d. 

at 19. To meet the load factor target of 1.25 by June 30, 2000, the MT A proposes adding 130 

additional buses to alleviate instaru:es of oven:rowding due. to ins\lfficient scheduled service ( 66 

bi.lses in June 1999 and 64 buses in December 1999). /d._at 19-20. 

The determination that 130 additional buses are needed to achieve the 1.25 load factor 

target was based on a detailed line-by·line analysis of service. The MT A claims tbat these 

additional 130 buses will permit the MT A to reduce overcrowding to a de minimis level 

consistent with a 1.25 load factor target on or before the June 2000 deadline. /d. at 20. 

The BRU has also conducted itS O\llflline-ey-lin.e analysis of7S bus lines to detemrine 

the number of expansion trips required to meet the load factor target. Essentially, the BRU 

calculated the number of expansion bus trips required by mapping insufficient eapacity 

violations to determine the time period over which additional sexviee W.:.uld have to be added. 

An additional bus trip was added for evety non-overlapping 20-minute period exhibiting at least 

one insufficient capacity violation. Bus trips were also added for time periods sandwiched - . . 

between violation periods,. or at the end of a range of violations. In some instances, the BRU · 

calculated the number ofbus trips byadjustirig the "headways" (time between buses) and taking 

into aceoun~ the "recy~ of buses. . Under this analysis, the BRU calculated that a total of 606 

buses would be required to meet the load factor targetS. Subtracting the S3 additional buses that 

MTA already has scheduled to be purchased, the BRU. has recommended an immediate,purchase 

ofS53 buses. Declaration ofTed RobatSoo. p3 (dared. Feb. 8. 1999). 

The MTA argues that the BRU's bus acquisition plan is overstated because, among other 

things: (l) additional buses on sclccu:d bus lines in specific time periods are proposed, despite 

the absence of a docutnented ~ of overcrowding within the specific rime puiod; 
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(2) additional buses are proposed although no doCillllented incidence of overcrowding has 

occurred for many 1t10nths; (3) there is no attempt to mitigate overcrowding resulting from poor 

sc:hedule adherence other than by adding more buses; ( 4) bus trips are converted into a number of 

additional buses required by using a method that employs only one of many available scheduling 

techniques for economizing the number of buses needed to operate at a specified level of service; 

and (S) the BRU estimates of the rrumber of additional buses needed to achieVe the 1.25 load 

factor reduction target are infla.ted because they are based on an \IIU"easonably high estimate of 

patronage growth over the next 18 months. MTA Br. at 49. 

M indicated in the line-by-line analysis below, I have taken into account some of these 

criticisms and have adjusted the number of additional buses that would be required to meet the 

load factor targets as recolllll1Cnded by the BRU. I am not persuaded, however, that only 

reee:ntly documented incidenfli of ov~wding should be taken into account. Failure to mert 

the LFT on Decelllber 31, 1997 constitutes a "violation" and the pattern of LFT exceedence has 

continued throughout 1998. While substantial evidence of improvement may be taken into 

accollllt on certain lines, there also may be seasonal variations which are relevant It therefore is 

appropriate to consider violations that have occurred since January 1, 1998. 

The MTA also maintains tbat it can provide a It!Ore cost-effective and efficient response 

to the need to reduce overcrowding through sophisticated scheduling techniques, which its 

highly-experienced Sd!edule Makers <:an undertake givcri their familiarity .;...;th the particular 

ch3Iacteris1ics of the Jines to wbieh they are assigned.12 The MfA believes that another common 

practice, involving deadbeadipg buses (buses operating without passengers back to their starting 

points, thereby making them avmable sooner for additional trips). is also an efficient an~ 

effective response to overcrowding. Similarly, the MTA suggests that on some routes. where a 

bus is no longer needed on·one line, the same bus can be employed on a nearby line to meet 

•i - Fot exampl~ Vthea deoW:J.d is not oonsbtent!,y fU#a. over aU sc~eoa of e. bus fQUlt; it: is f?SSib1e tQ 
operate a J:Ug)ler level of~ ·over busy portions of a rouu: and rO:iuc<: levels of sen-tee over less heavily 
pab"oniu>o! segments. Addononal buses em o~o on !he heavily pa<ronizcd segments artd then return fur a second 
trip muc:h soanerthrougb a practice known as "<han=-~ 
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scheduled trip needs through a process called interlining. Finally, the MT A ar:gues for a more 

e!abol<!te technique, which involves repackaging the combination of trips that will be operated 

by each bus assigned to a line (lcnown as re-tieing service) end adjusting headways (the time 

between buses). Declaration of Frank SchroderTl 5-7 (dated Feb. 8, 1999) ("Schroder DecL"); 

MTA Br. at 21-22. The MTA believes that its use of all of these techniques will red1.1Ce the 

number of additional ~uses that will be tcquired to remedy lack of C1lpacity. 

In addition. the MTA states that it cannot assimilate the 553 additional buses proposed by 

the BRU- because of the limited physical capacity of the MTA's facilities (e.g., room to park, 

ability to fuel, fact1ities to maintain). The MTA contends that its capacity is limib;d to an active 

fleet of 2,354 buses (including spares) withln. the current opemting division structure. MT A Br. 

at 47. The MT A decided to close Division l2 (because ofits eoS~:-ineffieient location) after the 

Consent Dectet was exec:uted, but even if this Division were reopened, it would apparently' 

increase physical capacity by only 130 buses (including spares) to 2,484, at the additional annual 

coSt of $2 million. /d. The MTA states that it currently operates over 1,700 peak buses. /d . .An 

increase of 553 peak buses o-.er the next 18 months would require it to have the ability to ga:rage 

and maintain an active fleet of 2, 704 buses (1, 700 plus 553 equals 2,253 plus 20% spares equals 

2, 704). ld. Since the MTA•s •vailable capacity at existing divisions will support an active fleet 

o£2,354 buses, the excess 350 buses over the MTA's capacity is the equivalent of one additional 

operating division. /d. Given the time required fol" fimc:ling, site location andap:Juisition. 

envil"!lmnental planning, design and consb:\!Ction, the MfA contends that it would not be 

possible to pro'Vide this a&iitional capacity within the timeframe recommended by the BRU. 

Decl8(1rtion of Michelle Caldwell Ti[4-S (dated Feb. 8, 1999) ("Caldwell DecL'j. 

I do not find these Br-guments entirely persuasive. According to the Caldwell Declaration, 

the MT A cun-ently has some e:x:CC~S capacity to accommodate additional buses. If Division 12 

were reopened, the amount of excess capacity would increase by about 130 buses. It is also 
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possible. as suggested by the BRU, that tempoilii)' arrangementS wuld be made to accommodate 

additional buses withill ell:isting facilities or at temporazy locations. BRU Rep. Br. at 16-19. The 

record does nOt show that, wilh c:axeful and innovative planning, the Mf A would be unable to 

accommodate the additional buses called for in the remedial plan set forth below. 

Having reviewed the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master finds 

that a siglli.ficant cause of the load factor: violalioDS is a bus fleet that is simply too small for the 

ridership demands placed upon it. See Mundie & Associates, Review ofLACMTA's Bus 

Operating Plans at V-9 (Mu-ch, 1998) (showing the substantial decrease in the MfA fleet of 

total, active and operational ~~es over the !!1St decade.) For eNUnple, on Oetober 19. 198& the 

MTA had atofal fleet of2.9S7 buses, 2.SS4 active buses, and 1,998 operational buses. On July 

27, 1997. there were 2.416 total buses. 2,103 active buses, and 1,666 operational buses. /d.IU V-

2. AR 77.13 Given the evidence presented, an effective remedial plan must incorporate an 

increase in the size of the bus fleet. The Special Master's specific line·by-Iine findings are laid 

out below. 

1. M«#ne the 1.35 Standard. 

In-order to caleulate how many additional buses are requited for the Mf A to meet the 

1.35 LFT, the Special Master began by reviewing the point cbecl:: daia provided by the parties 

and wntained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record. For each of the 75 lines found to 

be out of wmpliance,. the Special Master then determined the time range in the A.M. peak period 

(6:00-9:00 A.M.) in whi.eh the Minsufficient capacitY'' violations ocanred between Januazy e.nd 

September 1998. Violalioll$ in the 'lftemoon peak md base periods were also wnsidered; 

0 . .A.s noted in die BRU brief, on o11eday in July 1997,1he MTA schedule required 1,743 buses Co meet !he 
..tkm-. peak, butdter-e ,._.,only 1,666 ~buses-~ "The MTA "'""short 77 buses. BRU Br. 
at 9 (citing M<111dl<: & ~. ~kw ofLACMTA's l!us Operating Plans at V-3 (Much, 1998). See also rd. a< 
V-43 (Operational Buses Versus Pc:ok ~en<). 
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howe11er the vas~: majority of violations attributable to insufficient capacity we,:-e in the morning-

peak periods. Unlike the BRU plan, time periods reflecting no violations that were sandwiched 

berween violation periods, or found at the end of a range, were not included. For each non

overlapping time period reflecting at least one such violation, an extra bus trip was added.14 

To illustrate, data maintained on Line 1 show insufficient capacity violations between 

6:00 A.M. and 6:20 A.M. and subsequently from 7:00 A.M. to 8:20 A.M. Since there are 

five (5) non-overlapping periods containing such violations, five exu:a bus trips are required. To 

determine the number of additional buses needed to run the additional trips, the Special Master 

considered the practice of "recycling" buses - i. "·, one bus covering two expansion trips by 

finishing the initial route, turning a:rQUnd. and servicing the route again. In the case of Line 1, for 

example, the evidenc:e contained in the recol'd reveals that five buses are needed to cover the five 

additional bus trips. 

In conducting this line-by-line analysis, schedule adherence was considered, although , 

much less credence was given to this factor. The Special Master reviewed the data available in 

the Administrative and Supplemental Record to determine if schedule adherence could 

completely account for the violations in any given 20-rnin.ute time period. If so, that period was 

excluded from the calculation of the additional trips required to semedy that line. 

Moxeover, the Special Master did talce into account the MTA's advanced scheduling 

techniques such as deadheading, interlining and retying. However, given the excessive number 

of violations of the 1.35 LFT, which have continued duriog the past year, the record simply does 

not support the claims by the Schedule Makers that fUll compliance~ be achieved on many of 

these lines by such scheduling techniques alone. Indeed, sin~ the MT A has known the 

i.npottanee of meeting the LFT since October 1996, it must be assumed that many of these 

k Time pcrio&:. containing ftHiltipl~ and nCC~J( "Violations .c:cdod as "unbown ~\!Se" by dle BRU- i.e.. 
vio~lons co lot-coded blael:: in the IIRU's Mapping ofLoad 'I' actor Violation< (AR Tbb 59)-were also 5Qme<imes 
inc:ludeclln lhi$ calculation bec:wsc they reflec:t a paaem of overcrowding lhat is likely due in part to in$Uflieient 
capaeiry. 
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techniques have been used (without great success) over the past few years. With the improved 

reliability of the fleet, it is expected that-these techniques will be more effeotive in the future. 

Thus, the Special Master has taken into account the MT A's ability to employ such practices in 

reducing the number of additional trips and buses needed to romedy violations caused by 
( 

P.3?/62 

insufficient capacity. For example, the Special Master eliminated additional bus trips for periods 

which showed no violations but ""ere sandwiched between time periods with high concentrations 

of violations. Therefore, the MTA shollld exercise itS full discretion in scheduling existing and 

added capacity to meet the LFTs as efficiently as po5sible, utilizing these techniques wherever 

possible; however, the MTA should be mindful that the Decfee would noi: pennit significant 

reductions, elimination, or reallocation of existing semce to meet the load factor target. See 

Memorandum Decision and Recommendation in re Late Night and Owl Service Modifications at 

4-S; 15 (dated February 29, 1998). 

Applying the methodologies described above, the Special Master finds that 332 buses · 

should be added to the peaJ: fleet 0.77 buses +55 spares (J.O"A.)) in order to meet the existing 

1.35 load fuctor target. 1his calculation is broh;o. down,_line-by-line, as follows: 

(1) !JM,!. 

Line 1 has exhibited insufficient eapacity violations between 6:00-6:20 AM. and 

7:00-8:20. A.M. Based on the dara and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record. the Special Master hereby finds that five add.i.tional buses are needed to 

bring this l.i.ru! into compliance 'With the ~35 load factor target. 

(2) Uq.e2. 

Line 2 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:40 A.M. and 

8:00-9:00 AM. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental ~ the Special Master hereby finds that seven buses (servicing eight trips) are 

noed.od to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 
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(3) Line 4. 

Line 4 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:40 A.M., 

7:00-7:40 A.M. and 8:00"9:00 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the 

Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that seven buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(4) Line 10. 

Line 10 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:"00 A.M. and 

8:00-8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence cont;lined in the Administmtive and . 

Supplemental Record, the Special Masrer hereby finds that three buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliailce with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(S) Line 14. 

Line 14 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that four buses (servicing eight trips) are needed to bring this line 

into compliance with the 1.3 S load factor target. 

(6) Li,Qe 16. 

Line 16 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:40 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that four buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

1.35 load factor target. 

(1) Line 18. 

Line 18 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:40 and 8:00-

S:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Adminisaative and Supplemental 
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Record, the Special Mastet hereby finds that seven buses are needed to bring this line into · 

compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(8) Line 20. 

Line 20 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:20 and 7:40-

8:40A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental 

Record, the Special!IMster hereby finds that seven buses are needed fQ bring this line into 

compliance with the 1.3 5 load factor taiget. 

(9) Line26. 

Line 26 hao; exhibited insufficient capacity viola.tio.ns primarily between 6:00-

8:00 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the A.drninisn-ativc a:o.d Supplemental 

Record, the Special Master hereby finds that four buses are needed fQ bring this line into 

compliance with the 1.3 S load factor target. 

(1 0) Line 28. 

Line 28 bas exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-8:20 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative 1111.d Supplemental .Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that five buses (servicing six trips) are needed to bring this line into 

compliance with the L35 load factor target 

(Il) tine 30 

Based on the Ailministrative 1111.d Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby 

fmds that no buses are needed to remedy Ibis line at this time. 

(12) Line 33. 

Line 33 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-8:40 A.M. 

Based on the dara and evidence contained in the Administr:ative and Supplemental. Record, tbe 
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Special Master hereby finds that seven buses (servicing eight trips) are needed to bring this line 

into compliance with the l.35load factor target. 

(13) Line 38. 

Line 38 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-8:40 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that eight buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factor target. 

(14) Line 40. 

Line 40 hils exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:20 A.M., 

6:40-7:00 A.M; and 7:40-9:00 A.M. Based on the data and. evidence contained in the 

Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that six buses are ' 

needed to bring this line into compliance· with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(15) Line 45. 

Line 45 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-8:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Admin.is1xative and Supplemental Recotd, the 

Special Master hereby finds that five buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

1.35 load factor target. 

(16} Line 53. 

Line 53 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:20 A.M. and 

7:40..8:00 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record, the Speei.al Master hereby finds that four buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with 'the 135load factor target. 
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(17) Line 55. 

Line 55 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Recox<:l, the 

Special Master he~;eby finds that eight buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factor target. 

{18) Line 60. 

Line 60 has exhibited i.usufficient capacity "Violations between 6:00-8:20 A.M. 

Based on the data and e'Vidence contained in the Adn\inislrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that seven buses axe needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factor target. 

(19) Line 66. 

Line 66 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:0!J..9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and e'Vidence contained ~n the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special ~hereby finds that nine buses (servicing 10-12 trips) are needed tO bring this line 

i!ltO compliance with the 1.35 load factOr target. 

(20) ·· Line 68. 

Line 68 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:0!J..9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the . .Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that nine buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

1.35 load factonarget. 

(21) Line 70. 

Line 70 bas exhibited insufficient ~ity violations betWeen 7:00-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data l!lld e'Vidence con~ed in the Administrative l!lld Supplemental Record, the 
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Special Master hereby fmds that six buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

1.3 S load factor targe(. 

(22) Line 76. 

Line 68 has eJdlibited insufficient capacity violations between 7:00-8:00 A.M. and 

8:20-9:00 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Adminisllative and 

Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that five buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the I .35load factor target. 

(23) Line 78. 

Line 78 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby fin<ls that nine buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with ,the 

1.35 load factor target. 

(24) Line 81. 

Line 81 bas exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:20 A.M and 

6:40-8:40 A.M. Based 011 the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

· Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that seven buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with. the 1..35 load factor target. 

(25) Line 90. 

Line 90 bas exhi"bited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:40 AM. 
.• 

Based on the data ;llld evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, t!Je 

Special Master hereby finds that four buses are needed to bring this line into complianCe with the 

1.3 S load factor target 
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(26) Line 94. 

Based on the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby 

finds that no buses are needed to remedy this line at this titne. 

(27) Line 105. 

Line 105 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:00 A.M., 

7:20-7:40 A.M. and 8:00--8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the 

Administrative and Supplemental Rec:ord, the Special Master hereby finds that four bll$eS are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the L35 load faetor target . 

(28) Ljne 108. 

Line 108 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:40 A.M. 

and 8:00-8:20 A..M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record. the Special Master hereby finds that _six buses are needed to bring this line 

into c::ompliance wirh the 1.3 5 load factor target 

(29) Line 110. 

Line 110 has elChibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:4D-7:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence conrained in !he Administrative and Supplemental Record. the 

Special Master hereby finds that one bus is needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

135 load factor target. 

(30) Line 111. 

Line 111 has exlu."bited insufficient capacity violations between 6:40--7:20 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence c::ontained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record. the 

Special Master hereby finds that one bus is needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

135 load factor target. 
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(31) Line 151. 

Line 152 has exhibited iDSUfficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:40 AM. 

and 7:00-7:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record. the Special Master hereby finds that four buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(32) Line 161. 

Line 161 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:20 A.M., 

6:40-7:00 A.M. and 7:40-8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the 

Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that four buses 

(servicing five trips) are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor 

target. 

(33) Line 163. 

Line 163 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:20 A.M. 

and 7:40-8:00 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplement!l Record. the Special Master hereby finds that four buses are needed to lning this 

line into compliance with the 1.35 load fucwr target. 

(34) Line 16S. 

Line 165 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20.7:40 A.M. 

and substantial violations between 3:00 P.M.-6:00P.M. Based on the data and evidence 

contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby fincb that 

nine buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 
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(35) Line 166. 

Line 166 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:00 A.M. 

and substantial violations between 3:4tl-S:40 P.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in 

the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that folll" buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 135 load faetor target. 

(36) Line 175. 

Based on the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby 

finds that no buses are needed to remedy .this line at this time. 

(37) Line 180. 

Line 180 has exln"bited insufficient eapadt;y violations between 6:00-6:20 A.M. 

and 6:40-8:20 A.M Based on the data and evidence conutined in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record, the Special ~r hereby finds that six buses are needed to bring this line 

·into compliance with the 135 load factor target 

(38) Line 200. 

Line 200 bas exhibited insufficient capacity violations berween 6:4o-&:20 AM 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental ~rd, the 

Special Master hereby finds that three buses are needed to bring this line into complian~ with 

the 1.35 load factor target. 

(39) Line 204. 

The Administrative and Supplemental Re<::ord do not contain sufficient data to 

fashion a remedy fur this line. 
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( 40) Line ;?.05. 

Line 205 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 7:00-7:20 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that one bus is needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

1.3 5 load factor target. 

( 41) Line 206. 

Line 206 has exhibited iiiSllfficient capacity violations between 6:00-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that nine buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 

I .3 S load faetor target. 

(42) Line 207. 

Line 207 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-9:00 A.M. 

Based on the daia and evidence contained in the Adminis!tllrive and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that eight bilses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.3 5 load factor target. 

(43) Line 210. 

Based on the Administrative and Supplemental Record; the Special Master hereby 

finds that no buses are needed to remedy this line at this time. 

(44) Line 212. 

LiDe 212 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:40 ~.M. 

and 8:00-8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contaiw=d in the Administtative and 
Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that seven buses are need.ed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 
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(45) Line 230. 

Line 230 bas exbl"bited insufficient capacity 'Violations between 7:00-7:40 A.M. 

Based on the data and e'llidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Reoord, the 

Special Master hereby finds that two buses are needed to bring this line into compliance Vlith the 

1.3 S load factor target. 

(46} Line232. 

· Line 232 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations primarily between 6:00-

7:20A.M. and 7:40-8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative 

and Supplemental Record. the Special Master hereby finds that seven buses are needed to bring 

this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(47) Line 234. 

Line 234 has exhibited insufficient capacity 'Violations between 6:20-7:00 A.M., 

7:20-7:40 A.M. and 8:00-8:20 A.M Based on the data and e'llidence contained in the 

Administrative 11nd Suppleptental Record, the Special Master hereby finds that four buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(48) Line 243. 

lJne 243 has exhibited insufficient eapacity violations between 6:00-8:00 .A.M. . 

Based on the daia and.evidence con~ed in the A<bninistrative and Suppleulental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that five buses (servicing six trips) arc needed to bring this line into 

eompliance with the 1.3 5 lo<ld factor target. 

(49) Line 251. 

Line 251 has exlu"bited insufficient capacity violationS between 6:40-9:00 A.M. 

and 3 ;00-5 :40 P.M. Based on the data and evidence .contained in the Administrative and 
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Supplemental Record, the Special Master het:eby finds that seven buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor targ<:l 

(50) Line 260. 

Line 260 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-8:40 A.M. 

and 3:20-5:40 PM. Based on the data and evidence contained in~ Administrative and 

Supplemental Record. the Special Master hereby finds that eight buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 135load !aetor tlnget. 

(51) Line 268. 

Line 268 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:40-7:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidence conlllined in the AdminisTiative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that one ~us is needed to bring this line into compliance with the , 

1.3 S load faCtor target 

(52) Line 420. 

Line 420 bas exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:40-7:40 A.M. 

and 8:00--8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemental Record, the Speeial Master hereby finds that three buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the .1.35load factor target. 

(53) Line424. 

Line424 has.exiu"bited insufficient c:apaeity violations between 6:00-6:4{) and 

8:00-8:40 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Admini.s1xative and 

Supplemental Record, the Special Master hereby fin~ that four buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 135 load fuctor target. 
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(54) Line 446. 

Line 446 has exhibit\xl insufficient ~pacity violations between 6:20•7:40 A.M . 

.Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that three buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factortargeL 

(55) Line 4&4. 

Line 484 has elCbibited insufficient capaei1y violations between 6:00-6:20 A.M. 

and 7:00-7:20 A.M. Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrative and 

Supplemenw Record, the Special MaSter hereby finds that two buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

(56) . Line 522. 

Line 522 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20·9:00 A.M. 

Based on the data and evidenc;e contained in the Administrative and Supplemental Record, tbe 

Special Master hereby finds that eight buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factor: targeL 

(57) Line 561. 

Line 561 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-8:40 AM. 

Based on the data and evidence contained in the Administrati'-'e and SUpplemental Record, the 

Special Master hereby finds that five buses are needed to bririg this line into compliance with the 

1.35 load factor target. 

2. Meeting the 1.25 Standard. 

To deterrniJ,e the number of additional buses that will be required for the MTA to meet 

the 1.25 LFT in June 2000, both the MTA and the B~U have presented estimates of the ex.pected 
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ridership growth over the next two years. Based on 199& statistics from the National Ttansit 

Database Section 15 Report, the BR,U projects a two year growth rate of 12%: comprised of a 

4.8% ridership increase in 1998, a 4.8% increase in 1999, plus a 1.5% per YC3r increase due to 

improved service. See BRU Remedial Plan, p. 6 n. 13c The MIA; on the other hand, pmjects a 

growth rate of7.l4% for the next 18 mo!lths based upon limited sampling. MTA Br. at 53. 

Utilizing its gr-owth estimate. the BRU's remedial plan calculates the projected ridership 

for each line ll!ld determines the number of additional bus trips necessaey to accommodate this · 

level of service. BRU Remedial Plan at 6-7. Using this methodology, and based upon its 

analysis that 348 additional buses are required to meet the 1.35 LFT, the BRU has concluded that 

an additional I 57 buses (plus 20% or31 spares) should be added to the peak fleet to meet.the 

1.25 LFT. Id. The MT A. however, estimates that only 130 additional buses are needed to meet 

the 1.2.5 LFf. MIA Remedial Plan at VI - VS. 

Based on tlte evidence presented, the Special Master finds that 12% is an appropriate 

estimate ofprojec:red ridership growth for the next two years. Indeed, the MTA"s own Regiolial 

Transit Alternatives Analysis (dated Nov. 9, 1998)(AR tab 104) projects cumulative bus 

ridership increases up to 25.1% from FY1998 to FY2000. See Rubin DecL, Exhs. 3, 6. 

Using this 12% multiplier, ll!ld applying the Special Master's line by line analysis. I find 

that 126 bu!ies should be added to the fleet to meet the 1.25 LFT (over and above those needed to 

meet the 1.35 LF1).1
$ Factoring MTA's standard spare ratio of20%, a total oflSl buses will be 

t"Cqllired to meet this next target by June 2000. 

ll Since th< Special Masw's Iillo b): lin.e findings reveal that the BRU"$ 1.3S estimates were ovemated by 
approximalely 20".4 (due to it< inclusion arbusec for periods "!'o"hece there Were no violations IIDd Its unden'elian.ce on 
schedole adhercn<e and oth<r schedllling rec:nniques),l have discounted the BRU's 1.25 csrimate o! IS7 buses by 
the same percentage. 
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In swn. to remedy the l08d fuctor violations caused by "insllfficii'Ilt capacity" the MT A 

would need to add a total of 430 new bilses to the fleet (277 plus 55 spares to meet the 1.35 LFT 

and 126 plus 25 spares to meet the 1.25 LFT, minus 53 buses already scheduled by MTA for 

purchase). 

G. Provisional remedy during interim period while buses are ordered. 

Because the ac::hieveDlent of the load factQr target requires immediate improvements that 

are only possible with additional capacity, and because the procurement of buses generally 

requires an 18-month cycle, the BRU further puq~oses that the MT A immediately lease or 

otherwise obtain on a temporary basis 348 CNG buses to operate until the new buses arrive. 

BRU Br. at 33. The MT A eontends that this would be impossible to implement as there are no 

such tranSit buses available in the market. MTA Br. at 47-49. Specifically, purchasing buses , 

directly from U.S. manufactUrexs would involve an elltensive contraet negotiation process and 

the only manufacturers.that may have currendy available production capacity do not have proven 

low-floor CNG pioducts. ld. at 48. The MT A has explored in(enlational sources of buses, but 

there are sigirlficant reserv-ationS" about bringing foreign buses ~to the MT A's operating 

environment due to mainti:Uance consiilJints (e.g., all metric dimenSions and fusteners), 

availability of equipmerit and training of personnel to· operate and maintain new foreign 

eqwpm:eni. Furtheimore, n0 foragn equipment manufacturer currently produces buses certified 

to oper&e in the U.S. nor are they likely to becallSC of Buy America constraints. Jd.; Drayton 

Decl.'ll4 . 

. Taking into account these arguments, I have concluded that the BRU is correct in its 

ass~on that the MTA likely cannot nteet the 1.35 load factot target "as soon as possi"ble" (and 

the 125 load faCtor talget by June 2000) unless i~ac:tS inunediately tO obtain additional buses OP. 

so 
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a temporazy basis to remedy the load factor violations caused by insufficient capacity. In order 

to meet the requirements of Section II.A of the Consent Decree, the MTA therefore should use 

its best effortS to lease or obtain, by whatever means available, at least 277 additional buses of 

any type appropriate for service on the MTA systern. 16 These buses should be scheduled for 

delivery on or before December 31, 1999 and should remain in service until the new buses 

required by the remedial plan are delivered. 

H. Section II.S of the Consent Oecree. 

Under Section Il.B of the Consent Decree, the MT A was required to "make available 51 

additional buses (ie .• buses in addition to those already planned for replacement pwposes) by the 

end of calendar year 1996 to reduce overcrowding, initiate new services and improve mobility 

and access for its dependent riders. Another 51 additional buses (I.e., buses in addition to those 

already planned for replacement purposes) to reduce overcrowding will be available by June 30. 

1997 for a net of 102 additional buses." The MTA has temporarily met This requirement by 

extending the life of buses scheduled for replacement. In previous rulings I have indicated that 

eventually the MT A would have to redre·the expansion buses Wid obtain 102 new buses, which 

would constitute a net addition to the fleet. While the Consent Decree did not specify a deadline, 

I indicated that the matter would be considered in connection with a remedial plan. The time is 

now ripe, and I am therefore directing the MT A to obtain,l!.n additional 102 buses (over and 

above the buses to be obtained through the BCCelerated replacement plan and over and above the 

additional buses required by the remedial plan to remedy insufficient capacity). These 102 

additional new buses should be delivered, as net additions to the active fleet, on or before June 

it This number is taken from the Special Master"s ~dings conc':"'ing the number of buses needed to remedy 
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30, 2002, the date by which the MIA is required to meet the 1.2 LFT. These buses may be used 

by the MT A to meet and sustain the reduced LFf, or for new: services. 

V. SPECIAL MASTER'S DETERMINATION OF 
:REMEDIES NECESSARY FOR COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE OCTOBER 1996 CONSENT DECREE 

The Special Master bas determined based on the foregoing that, in order to achieve 

compliance with the 1996 Consent Decree, the MTA should implement the remedies outlined 

below. The MTA is directed to move expeditiously to: 

l. Remedy violations attributable to inoperable buses. 

In order to achieve compliance with the Consent Decree, the MTA should: 

(a) fully U:nplernent its a=lerated bus procurement plan by replacing 538 agitig 

vehicles with new CNG buses by June 2000; 

(b) complete the conversion of333 ethanol buses by December 1999; and 

(c) complete the repair of the 594 GNGbuses under warranty by May 1999. · 

2. Remedy violations attributable to !ac!c: of operators. 

In order to achieve compliance. with the Consent Decree, the MT A should: 

(a) implement its prognun to improve the management of bus operator 

availability; and 

(b) substantially t"liminare load factor violations attributable to the laclc: of an 

operator by December 31, 1999. If by the time of its Quarterly Report to the Special Mast~ on 

January 10, 2000, violations of the 1.35 load factor standard attributable to the unavailability of 

an operator are not substantially eliminated, the Special Master will consider dil:ecting th~ MT A 

the 1.35 load factor violatiOn$ caused by insuff..:icnt capacir;x (without spares). 
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to increase its operator assignment ratio. of 1.16 to a ratio that will appropriately eliminate all 

violations attributable to this causal factor. 

3. Remedy violations attributable to in-service failures. 

In order to achieve compliance wilh the Consent Decree,. the MT A should: 

(a) initiate its staged buses pilot demonstration project by utili~ ten buses at . . 

five locations during I 999 and report to the Special Master its evaluation of this pilot project by 

Januazy 10, 2000; 

(b) hire a sufficient number of additional mechanics, improve training lind 

supervision, and establish performance quality standards for mechanics, that will enable the 

MT A to meet its objective of increasing mean miles between total road calls (MBR) fu:>m 700 in 

July 1998 tO 2,000 by June 2000; 

(c) c~e/expand a recuning defects analysis program; 

(d) improve its spare parts management; and 

(e) undertake improvements to service reliability, including emergency service 

for bus accidents, advance notice of special events, traffic management and a new radio system. 

The MIA should include in its Quarterly Reports (see below) to 'the Special Master: information 

on the progress in meeting this objective. If sufficie.o.t progress in J:edudng violations 

amibu1able to in-service failures is notreported by Januazy 10, 2000, more speeific remedies 

may be required in this &ea. 

4. Remedy violations attributable to "missed trips". 

In order to achieve compliance \Vith the Consent Decree, the MTA should: 

(a) provide training tO operatoJS to improve consistency of actions and 

deployment of opetations supervisors at recun:ing sites; and 

(b) procure and i~ APCs on 20% of the fleet and initiate a TRS pilot project 

for rracking and remote supervision to provide faster in-service control of problem areas. 
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5. Remedy violations attributable to poor schedule adherence. 

In order to achieve compliance with the Consent Decree, the MIA should: 

(a) deploy additional on-street supervisors who will devote most oftheir time to 

supervising schedule adherence; 

(b) utilize automated passenger eounters and radio system monitoring techniques 

to identify problem roures, runs and operators; and 

(c) collect data and evaluate new teclmologies that will be helpful in reducing late 

operadons. Progress on these issues shall be included in the Quarterly Reports to the Special 

Master. 

6. Remedy 'Violations attributable to insufficient caoacitv. 

In order to achieve compliance with the ConSent Decree, the MTA should: 

(a) pm-chase 430 new CNG buses to provide the additional capacity required to 

reduce the load factor target to 1.35 as soon as possible and to meet the 1.25load factor target by 

June 2000, which includes: 

and 

(1) 277 buses to add trlps to the lines with "insufficient capacity" 

'Violations to ni.eet the 1.35 LFT; · 

(2) 55 spareS (20% ofi77); 

{3) 126 buses to meet the 1.25 LFT: and 

( 4) . 25 spares (20% ofl26); minus ~: 

(S) 53 buses already planned by MTA for purchase. 

(b) hire additional full-time opeill.tors to operate the new sexvice, as required; 

(c) hire additional mechanics as needed to meet the new service requirements; 
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(d) obtain, through lease or other means, 277 buses on a temporary basis to meet 

load factor target as soon as possible until the new purchased buses arrive. 

Although the determination of the number of additional buses that are required to reduce 

factor violations attributable to insufficient capacity is based in substantial part on a line-by

line analysis of the causes of the violations during 1998, the MTA has the flexibility to schedule 

its service in a way that will ma.Ximize the efficiency of the fleet and will enable the MT A to 

.meet the load factor targets as quickly and cost-effectively as possible. While meeting this 

objective may require some adjustment of schedules and some utilization of scheduling 

techniques such as short runs, retying, deadheading, repackaging, and other means, the MTA 

should ~ot significantly reduce service to the transit-derendent in order to meet tne load factor 

targets on the specified routes. 

7. Remedy violations attributable to MTA's having an Undersized fleet.· 

In order to achieve compliance with the Consent Decree, the MT A should procure an 

additional 102 new buses to satisfy the requirement of Section II.B of the Consent Decree, for 

delivery on or before June 30, 2002. These buses must be in addition to the buses scheduled for 

replacement and the buses procured pursuant to S~tion 6 above, and shall result in a net.increase. 
' . 

to the size of the operating fleet of 102 additional buses. 

8. Providing for adequate monitoring and reoorting. 

In order to achieve compliance with the Consent DC(:ree, the MT A should: 

(a) provide additional staff to ensure adequate "\onitoring of overcrowding 

levels; 

(b) continue to ronduct point checks two times a month on the top 20 lines and 

increase the frequency of the point checks ·to once _a month on _the additional 55 lines that were 
- . . ~, ~- ·=.' 

found not in compliance; and 
' 
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(c) prepare and submit to the Special Master a QUarterly Report that tracks all 

remedial ac~ions on a per-line and system-wide basis. The Quarterly Report should include, but 

not be limited to (1) cancelled and late runs totaled for each month categorized by amount, 

reason, bus series and line; (2) equipment failures in-service listed by amount, reason, bus 

service and line; (3) missing operators summarized by reason per month; (4} point check data 

matched to scheduled times and bus runs. with analysis of each violation; and (5) a mapping of 

load factor violations for each line over time. 

The MTA shall submit a Quarterly Repc;~rt within ten (1 0) days after the end of each 

quarter (e.g., Apn110, July 10, October 10, January 10). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: March 6, 1999 
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B-1 
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED REMEDIES 

Missing Trips Insufficient Capacity Othe); 
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newCNGbuses overMTA new CNG buses to reduce of overcrowding levels. 
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BVS PROCUREMENT COMPARISON 

FY97 Dec. 31, '97 FY98 F\'99 FYOD June FY01 
1000 

C.D. Deadlines 1.35 1.25 

MTABus 200 247 208 655 162 
Replacement Schedule 
a! time of C.D. 

Accelerated Bus 237 221 437 895 400 
Procurement Plan 

Difference +37 -26 +229 +240 +238 

Averagp Fleet Age 9.01 9.07 8.40 7.93 
M'I'A Schedule 

Acce!ernled Plan 9.01 9.73 7.66 6.06 
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BRUP!an • +J48- (replacement) 
(Addllional Buses) (temp +553 (new 

lease) capacity) 
+886 

----· -- --

FYOl FY03 
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I 
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